Studies show that more than 2/3 of autistic students experience bullying – let’s change that!

This World Autism Month and throughout the year, Autism Speaks is urging schools, teachers and kids to recognize their own potential as superheroes by championing inclusivity and standing up against bullying for a stronger, more accepting world.

Helping students understand the unique characteristics of their autistic classmates and the importance of making all children feel included can make all the difference. Establishing a sense of camaraderie and inclusion in your school can foster a healthy and supportive atmosphere for all.

Pledge to be fearless for difference and inclusion!

By rallying together as a community, embracing diversity, taking steps to combat bullying and promoting inclusion, we will create a school environment where every student feels valued, accepted, and empowered to thrive.

Use our downloadable pledge pages for kids to color and customize. Collect pledges and post on the autismspeaks.org/FEARLESS site using the pledge button. Your posts will appear on our World Autism Month social wall of support!

You can also post to your own public social network to appear on our wall. On Instagram use #ActFearlesslyForChange. On Facebook tag @autismspeaks and use #ActFearlesslyForChange.

Find out more at: autismspeaks.org/FEARLESS

“I PLEDGE to fearlessly include and respect kids of all abilities.”

POST YOUR PLEDGE using #actfearlesslyforchange and see it on our World Autism Month Community Wall during the month of April!
Color your Superhero Page and send a message to kids and grownups that it’s important to treat all kids with respect, no matter how different they may be from you.

Your teacher will share your message on our Community Inclusion Wall during World Autism Month for all the world to see!

Reveal your superpowers to help stop bullying and create a more respectful and inclusive world for kids with differences.

“I PLEDGE to fearlessly include and respect kids of all abilities.”